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ascidians, and another of the Tunicaries* envelopes the

madrepores, more or less, with a milk-white crust.

The Creator, when he filled the waters of the great deep
with that infinite variety of animals of which every day

brings genera and. species, before unknown, to light, willed

that many of them should, as it were, form a body politic,

consisting of many individuals, separate and distinct as

inhabiting different cells, but still possessing a body in

common, and many of them receiving benefit from the sys
tole and diastole of a common organ: thus, by a material

union, is symbolized, what in terrestrial animal communities

results from numerous wills uniting to effect a common

object. The land, as far as I can recollect, exhibits no

instance of an aggregate animal; nor the ocean of one, which,

like the beaver, lemming, bee, wasp, ant, white ant, and

many others, forms associations to build and inhabit a com

mon house, and rear a common family. Probably the nature
of the different mediums these several animals inhabit is the

cause of this diversity; and Providence, when it willed the

peopling of the waters, as well as of the earth and air, into

which the effluxes of light and heat from the central orb
could not so penetrate and be diffused as to act with the
same power and energy as upon the earth's surface, and in
its atmosphere, so formed them as to suit the circumstances
in which they were to be placed. Instead of sending the

social aquatic animals forth by myriade to collect food and
materials for their everal buildings, he took the vegetable
creation for the type of their general structure, in many
cases fixed them to the rock or stone, united them all into
one body, which, under a common envelope, contained often

innumerable cells from which were sent forth by the occu

pant of each a circle of organs to collect food, from which,

by some chemical operation, they could elaborate materials

Ddemnum candidum, Say.
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